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$
This% series% of% research% vignettes% is% aimed% at% sharing% current% and% interesting% research% findings% from% our% team% of%





































   
   
   
   







   
   
   
   




   
   
   
   







   
   
   
   





   
   
   
   





   
   
   
   






   
   
   
   





   
   
   
   






   
   
   





   
   
   
   







   
   





   
   
   
   





   
   
   
   






   
   
   
   









   
   




   
   
   
   
   








   





   
   
   
   





   
   
   
   






   
   
   
   




   
   
   
   
   






   
   
   









   
   


























entrepreneurial%activities%being%pursued.% It% is%not% just% the%pure%number%of%entrepreneurs% that%drives%economic%growth,%%
but%also%the%aspirations%and%business%goals%of%these%entrepreneurs.%On%average,%for%each%business%started%in%Australia%as%a%
result% of% the%necessity% to% earn% a% living% due% to% a% lack% of% alternatives% for% the% founder,% four% other% businesses% are% started%
where% the% founders% specifically% want% to% take% advantage% of% a% lucrative% business% opportunity% in% order% to% increase% their%






So%what%drives%this%high%quantity%and%quality%of%entrepreneurship% in%Australia?%The%data%suggests% it% is%a%combination%of%
both% business% opportunities% and% entrepreneurial% skills.% Approximately% 50%% of% the% Australian% population% identify%
opportunities% for% a% startRup% venture% and%believe% that% they%have% the%necessary% skills% to% start% a%business.% Furthermore% a%
large%majority% of% the%Australian% population% report% high%media% attention% for% entrepreneurship% providing% successful% role%
models% for% prospective% entrepreneurs.% As% a% result% 12%% of% our% respondents% express% their% intention% to% start% a% business%












Australia% 48% 47% 71$ 12%
InnovationRDriven%
Economies%(average)% 35% 41% 58% 10%
%
Business+and+policy+advice+
%
This%report%paints%a%rosy%picture%for%entrepreneurial%conditions%and%activity%in%Australia.%It%adds%to%the%evidence%that%by%
comparison%to%many%other%parts%of%the%world,%Australia%has%weathered%the%global%financial%crisis%reasonably%well.%Budding%
entrepreneurs%should%look%favourably%upon%setting%up%new%business%in%Australia.%That%said,%we%should%not%rest%on%our%
laurels.%Federal,%State%and%Local%Government%along%with%supporting%agnecies%and%professional%bodies%should%continue%to%
actively%work%to%encourage%and%support%entrepreneurship%in%Australia.%
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